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Hello Toastmasters,
We would like to thank our Area O2
Director TM Shriram, our President TM Vigneshwaran for backing us up to do this
splendid role. Special thanks to our mentor TM Abirami, for guiding us throughout this
ship. Last but not least, thanks to all our members, who all are very eager to share their
articles despite their busy schedules. We are exhilarated to present you with our
Newsletter with the theme 'Live to Giggle'. Let us brief why this title.

Before Kickstarter of this theme, we are given the freedom to choose a theme that is
different from recent newsletters. We saw that recent themes/ newsletters are
inspiring ones. So we decided to select a funny theme. We started looking for a lifestyle
of comedians like Vadivelu & Kapil Sharma. We see the pattern in them. 'Live, make
others laugh, love, and repeat'. So from their lifestyle, we decided to choose the theme
'Live to Giggle'.
We are here to present how laughter makes us pleasant and gives us happiness to enjoy
our journey of life. We conclude by saying the famous quote “ when life gives you a
hundred reasons to cry, show life that you have a thousand reasons to smile”. We hope
you're …… Happy Reading Further!

- TM KRISHNAMOORTHY

- TM MUKUND MURALI
I never expected, that I would be the
Editor of the Newsletter theme for the
April Edition. This Opportunity has come
to me at the right time and has given me
boast in my confidence
Taking up this role helped me to learn a lot
of things I got to learn a lot about
designing stuff. Thanks to CSF for trusting
me with such a huge responsibility. I and
TM Krishnamoorthy had a great time
curating the Newsletter.

5

Being on the editorial team of the
newsletter, I had the opportunity to work
with many members of toastmasters
especially the experienced ones. As
relating to the theme, it was an enjoyable
experience to work with TM Mukund.
Being a user of Quora, I read a lot from it
but never write. Because of this role, it
increases my confidence to write more on
social media websites too. I hope you will
also be delighted to read this newsletter.
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reluctant

PRESIDENT
ADDRESS

who

is

my

fear

overcome
facing

crowd,

I

introvert
of

by

managing

participated

nature.

To

people

and

in

the

CSF

Executive Committee election for the post of
SAA in December 2017. Although I am very
new to CSF, members have chosen me over
senior members for the excomm role. From
there to now, there is no turning back for me in
leadership roles. It gives me goosebumps, and
at the same time, I feel the privilege to serve
for our club.

In my 2.6+ years journey, few people back me,
teach me, and uphold me in all ups and downs.
I have to give due credit to TM Pravin Kothari,
TM Shriram, TM Manoj Alagumalai, and TM
Harini

for

all

considerable

success

in

my

journey.

After I started my president term, we excomm
immediately get down into the 375th milestone
meeting

work

and

started

planning

for

a

meeting. We were stubborn in having a session

TM VIGNESHWARAN R

from

non-toastmaster

to

make

milestone

meeting more special and invite the woman

I am writing this address in happiness after I

blogger who wrote articles specific to sports.

came to know that CSF has achieved the

Then we arranged a gaming session, table topic

GOLDEN GAVEL award(the highest district
award) for the year 2019-20 and its hattrick for

session out of the traditional way to engage our
members. And it's a hit.

CSF. I take this opportunity to thank all
members who helped the CSF flag fly high in

And

the toastmaster fraternity.

in

the

second

month

of

the

term,

we

accomplished a smooth club contest with a set
of new members. From the third month, we had

Chennai Speakers forum is known for its

some

vibrant meetings and its friendly members. I

challenges

meetings,

joined CSF in September 2017 after a lot of

like

improving

renewals,
meeting

virtual
quality,

converting guests into members, and club
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elections .

valid reasons, and we had a more significant
challenge:

How

We managed to overcome the problems by

Aangeeras

was

executing the things like a reduction in the

following

renewal fee, reduction in new member fees,

renewal schemes.

up

to

get

the

in

answer.

with

guests,

new

members.

His

dedication

coming

up

with

joint meeting with abroad clubs, short
storytelling contest, marathon prepared

VP-Education

Abhisek:

He

is

the

speeches, and club president for one week.

personification of professionalism and serviceminded attitude. He

And all these achievements are made possible

followed with every member made sure quality

by my excomm team. I want to take this

speeches

opportunity to thank my team.

roles were filled, and made sure every member

were

delivered,

made

sure

all

the

got a chance in the term.
SAA Krishnan: He is an epitome of
commitment. He makes sure everything in

Immediate Past President Harini: She is my go-

place one day before the meeting, and he was

to

full of ideas.

excomm needed any suggestions and ideas. She

person.

She

was

always

there

whenever

always ensured we are on the right track and
Treasurer Aloysius: He is full of energy. He

also made sure members were prioritized.

gave his all till he was part of CSF.
Area O2 Director Shriram: He was there for
Secretary Aadithya: He needs no introduction;

the

excomm

team

his MOM's were so thoughtful and creative. It

Toastmasters Mission and Vision should be our

got all members reading. We don't need to

primary

worry if we assign any work to him; he sure

helped our members by taking care of the

will complete it. Thanks for filing the member

purposes of Toastmasters.

objective

always.

and

He

ensured

ensured

we

the

always

awards timely to District and maintaining our
club website.

I extend my sincere thanks to the following
Excomm Associates, Mukund & Roshini, who

VP-Public Relations Shreyash: He is the one

instantly agreed to help the excomm.

behind all our club's creative and colorful
flyers. It was a pleasure working with you.
I appreciate the Newsletter editors TM Mukund
VP-Membership Aangeeras: We lost more

and TM Krishnamoorthy for their work and

than 20+ members this term, and they had

wishing them to win Best Newsletter .
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forward

AREA DIRECTOR
ADDRESS

to

the

year

‘2020’.

The

year

2020

started with great hopes and dreams though we
are still far away from Abdul Kalam’s ‘India
2020’. And, here we are at the end of the first
half of this year, getting introduced to new

and

unconventional

words

such

as

‘Social

distancing’, ‘Quarantine’, ‘Flatten the curve’.
Within weeks after the outbreak started, we had
to

quickly

suddenly,

adapt

people

to

of

virtual

older

technology.

age

who

usually

rebuke the younger generation for spending too
much of
their time on smartphone started using it. In
fact, these days my mom uses smartphone more
than me, she does video call on WhatsApp to
meet with her kith and kin virtually.

It’s been nearly four months since I started
working from
home,

met

my

friends

at

CSF

and

fellow

Toastmasters. The last Toastmasters event that

TM SRIRAM

I physically attended was, fortunately, my Area
contest.

13 years ago, when I was in my 7th standard,
we had a chapter in the English textbook about
our late President APJ Abdul Kalam, His

would

I

was

come

too

for

worried

the

whether

contest

or

not

people
as

the

pandemic had already begun in India, but I was
super excited when I saw over 50+ friends who

journey from a small hamlet in the town of

came to support the contest. There is a popular

'Rameshwaram' to the biggest house in the

saying ‘Every cloud has a

country 'The Rashtrapati Bhavan'. The missile
man of India’s journey has fascinated me right
from my childhood, his service and dedication
to our great Nation have inspired many like

silver lining’. When I look back at the four
months that have gone by; there are a lot of
negatives and positives. Put aside the negatives
and

me. His vision to see India as a developed

let

us

take

a

glimpse

at

the

positives,

Through this online Toastmasters meeting we

nation and a superpower made me look

8
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are able to re-connect with our old CSF friends

most of us will be taking education virtually

who live outside of Chennai and India,

and we will be doing our work by sitting at
home. This Pandemic will only act as a catalyst

For the first time ever in Toastmasters, we

to fasten the process. So, cheer-up and stay

were able to conduct a joint meeting with clubs

strong!

from the USA and Canada, Though there is a
dip in membership, I see a steep rise in the

I

would

like

number of speeches given by the members

congratulate TM Vigneshwaran who has been

during this virtual meeting. We also got an

elected as the Area Director of A3. All big

opportunity to attend a Division and District

things

contest free of registration costs.

Kalam,

have

to

take

small

this

opportunity

beginnings.

Vigneshwaran

too

Like

had

a

to

Abdul
humble

beginning. He came to CSF as an introvert and
Like the Industrial Revolution that happened in

shy

the 19th century, this lockdown will take

different roles and today he had reached the

mankind to the next age. We humans have

pinnacle

survived many rough times in history, we had

Toastmasters. We, Toastmasters, have always

pandemics such as the Black death in the past.

looked

In fact, the Great plague resulted in a period

champions and called them as the ambassadors

called Renaissance in Europe which resulted in

of this fraternity, my stance is different here; it

Social changes, Empires started to invest more

is people like Vignesh who have transformed

in Science and Medicine, it also made them

through

explore the world and discover new continents

ambassadors of Toastmasters. Today, I see him

and sea routes. Similarly, this Pandemic will

as an inspiration. I wish him nothing but

also bring out many changes in the future. The

success

one good thing is we humans have already

appreciate the club on winning the President’s

evolved to face this situation. Imagine us

Distinguished

facing Corona in the year 2000, Would we be

award. Kudos to the officers who have served

able to work from our homes? Not many

the club in the last two terms. Finally, A big

companies provided laptops two decades

thanks

ago, not many of us had internet connections at

support you have given me. I look forward to

home. Even if we had faced this Pandemic a

serving you all in a new avatar.

decade ago, it is still difficult to imagine us
working from home using BSNL connection.
But today we are ready for this. It was
predicted some time ago that after two decades
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speaker,

he

in

his

up

to

this

in

to

has

the

leadership

some

journey.

status

and

members

club

in

journey

5

with

International/District

movement

this

the

served

are

I

the

of

also

the

want

Golden

the

real

club

to

Gavel

for

the

e
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CORONA BLUES

DTM SARO VELRAJAN
When Corona entered India... we didn’t care... When
Corona reached Tamilnadu... we didn’t care... Finally,
Corona reached Chennai... and we got ourselves
locked into our homes. I want to share some of my
Corona lockdown experiences in this article.
Corona has completely changed our life in more than
one way. These days, most things happen over zoom
meetings - official meetings, Toastmasters meetings
and even dating, dancing and weddings. The other
day, I was joining a Zoom meeting in the morning. I
was about to make a presentation to a group of 20
people. I unmuted my mic and started speaking... after
a few minutes... i
got some messages on the chat window that i was not
audible. I adjusted my collar mike... and asked the
audience “Can you hear me?”. It didn’t help. I restarted
my zoom application and checked “Can you hear me
now?”. It didn’t help. I moved close to the WiFi router
and asked them “Can you hear me now?”. Finally, I got
a reply. My neighbor opened his door and shouted
“Sir! I can hear you, now. Tell me what you want?”.
Corona made us realize that we are in an
interconnected society.
Corona has made everyone an economist. People who
don’t prepare for their speeches one week in
advance... are now saying how Governments should
have prepared for this pandemic months in advance.
We are living in a world, where foreign policies are
made on Twitter and judgements are delivered in
Whatsapp.
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Corona made many men and women, to share the
domestic chores with their spouses. Even, I threw my
hat into the ring. I started helping my wife with some
household chores. One day, I said I’ll help her in
making some Dosas. When I finished my job, I heard a
loud noise from the dining room... that was my wife
screaming at the top of her voice. “Saro! Who in this
world would make Dosas, like this. It looks like an
amoeba”. I told her “Honey! When I tried to make
those dosas, at first, they were in square shape ... and
when I tried to make it into a circular shape... it
became a trapezium. Then, I tried to extend it on all
the corners and it became an amoeba”. My wife gave a
stare and her eyes were telling me “You! Useless
fellow”. It is hard to impress her. When I add less
batter, she says, the Dosas are very thin... when I add
more batter, she says the Dosas are very thick. My wife
is like our speech evaluator, no matter what you do,
she finds a fault. If any of you are fed up with your
office boss, because he or she is finding too many
faults in your deliverables... you haven’t seen my wife,
yet. What I loved the most during the Corona
lockdown was the ‘staying home’ experience. What I
hated the most during the Corona lockdown was also
the ‘staying home’ experience. If there is one thing that
has changed in the last 60 days, it is our government’s
advisory. Instead of
recommending people to “Stay away from Corona”
they are now recommending us to “Learn to live with
Corona”. Online coaching centers are popping up to
teach people, “How they can live with Corona”?.
Corona has become like a one way street and an
irreversible wedding. You cannot divorse it... you
cannot stay away from it... all that you can do is just
“Learn to live with it”.
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The lucky secret
giggle

celebrity walking amidst the fans, I walked back to my
hostel room.
The knock on the door of my room spoiled my day
dream of receiving the prize amidst lights and camera,
the friends who accompanied me for shopping was at
the door. They came with a proposal to share the prize
equally as we shopped together. I vehemently
opposed even they lowered their demand, dejected
they left the room.

TM ABILASH
The hoarding of a girl elegantly draped in heavy silken
saree wearing fashionable ornaments with the tag line
""2nd lucky draw"" stuck my eyes while driving, a
giggle set in my mind, resulting in me to laugh lightly
and repeatedly in a silly way, took me 20 years back to
that lucky day.
GKSF [ Grand Kerala Shopping Festival] used to
happen every year in Kerala to promote shopping. You
earn coupons for the shopping done beyond a specific
amount, lucky draws were periodical with the grand
prize of
1KG gold. The weekly draw happened on Sundays with
1st price of 1 sovereign gold followed by prizes worth
7k, 5k ...
The second season of GKSF happened when I was in
3rd
year of Engineering. We hosteler friends used to wait
for the GKSF season and shop together to make sure
bill reach the cut-off. The coupons were distributed
amongst us friends based on the amount spend.
Every week one person took the results from nodal
shops, all of us used to assemble with their treasure of
coupons to check our luck. This futile exercise
continued for few weeks, today also all have gathered
to find if someone is lucky amongst us. Surprisingly
my coupon number was in the list, elated on winning
the prize with the feel of

13

Started to the public telephone booth to share the
lucky
news of me my parents. A few steps ahead and one of
my hosteler friend came running buttoning his shirt
telling that he too wanted to make a call. He gave the
idea of reverifying the numbers before calling parents
and I obliged. Reached the first nodal shop, My
number was missing in list , confidently told the
shopkeeper brother you don’t have the updated
results, my friend told let’s
review in another place.
The scene repeated , my number was again missing, I
felt something fishy and my fiend spelled the beans.
"The whole result episode was a planned plot, they
have noted the number previously and mentioned it
while revealing the results". Felt like vanishing in order
not to face the embarrassment back in hostel.
Gave my friend an earful and asked him about the
partners in crime. I steamed back to hostel to give
them their dose of swear words, searched them room
to room. Anticipating the outcome all of them had fled
the place. Mediators interfered and calmed me down,
all plotters came back from their hiding places like the
shade of the hostel, behind the tall bushes and top of
trees around.
For few more weeks the call "lucky guy" echoed from
invisible places. Embarrassment and anger slowly
vanished, after that whenever the word "lucky draw" is
seen even on TV Ads, Newspaper or hoardings a secret
giggle comes back even if how much ever depressed
or stressed I am.
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Life worth of Giggling

TM KIRTHIKA
"I don't want to hear any adolescent giggling in my class!" Possibly the phrase that me
and my bestie heard the most in Maths class. No matter how much I loved the subject,
no matter how much I stood in awe of my maths teacher... giggling was my birthright and
I had to do it!
I think the 6th sense that we humans proudly tout is nothing but a sense of humour (we
seem to lack any other sense anyway!). And what's more natural than giggling - the
sound of a smile that bubbled and fizzed and spilled over!!!
All my life I have been drawn to humour, the epitome of which genre, I consider to be the
one and only, inimitable - P G Wodehouse! I was introduced to Wodehouse's cockeyed
and delightful world as a pre-teen and must say the love affair is still going strong!
Wodehouse and his characters taught me that life itself is one long comedy! All the so
called serious emotions - love, bravery, Honor, anger, frustration....they all have a funny
side which is worth seeing! In Wodehouse's own words when he goes to heaven and God
asked him what had he done to deserve entry, he would say proudly "I made them
laugh!" . Indeed, he did make me and generations of readers laugh, see the world
through rose-tinted glasses that made the serious stressful world seem bearable!
And I think when the time comes for me to prove my worth to God, when the divine asks
me "what did you do? How did you live?" , I might just say "I laughed and made others
laugh too. I lived to giggle"! It would have been a life worth living!

14
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THE GIGGLE MUG

GIGGLE BUBBLE

TM VIVEKANANDAN

TM SELVAN

“Cosmic and this Universe is a big Joke”
, said Robert Adams, a Spiritual Guru. I
realised how this life itself is a big joke.
Whenever I tried to be serious in life,
People giggled at me and said Vivek, don’t
be serious, seriousness does not suit you.
Worst part is, even when I shout at my
kids, they giggle back and say Appa, don’t
do comedy. Hence, in my life there is no
right way or wrong way, only lighter way
exists.Until recently, I believed that doing
meditations, breathing exercises, yoga and
all only for serious people. Nevertheless,
my perception changed
when the yoga master said, be “Playful”
during your mediation. Playful in the
sense, allow all your thoughts to smoothly
flow through in the mind with a gentle
smile, instead of blocking them. That
gentle smile or gentle giggle during our
mediation changes the experience of
mediation itself. Try yourself next time.We
can’t live without Googling, similarly we
can’t have a better life without Giggling.I
am a “Gigglemug” to myself. Who is your
Gigglemug?

15

How do people like to judge me?
How many things would they assume?
Is life all about managing invisible
enemy?
Will by chance my childhood resume?
Every time I try to impress
Ends up in a situation dangerous
Everyone I care to please
Scares to see me freeze
With all odds against life
Way to tread narrow like knife
There we feel pleasant breeze
To wake us from snooze
Love pours in when we feel low
Life pops up to continue
All we need to do is allow
Attempt on a day new
Let the world comes to tangle
Leaving us in a big struggle
Let’s decide to sound bugle
That we live to giggle
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topics giving priority to those we felt easy so that it
would boost our mood and give us some inkling of
achievement.

Sometimes it's good
to take a break

The first two hours were intense. We fiercely struggled
to memorize the never-ending array of formulas, work
out the problems, and grasp the theory. At times,
someone or the other would get frustrated and start
cursing- the subject, the professor, engineering.
After two hours, we had barely progressed. We
realized there was no way we were going to cover all
the topics even if we pulled an all-nighter. The energy
gradually began to decline, and I could feel the
negative vibes swirling around us. Nothing helped. Not
food, not even PS4.

TM PRASANTH

It was the 5th semester season. You know how the
semester seasons are. The weather, as with every
semester, was ominous. With the syllabus more vast
than the sky, there were dark clouds filled with anxiety
and tension everywhere. The winds howled with the
wailings of the students. Tears rolled from the
students’ eyes like the drizzling rain.
I was one of them. There was this monster named
Fluid Power Drives. I still vividly remember the effort
my friends and I put in to clear every assessment. I
had passed just one out of three, and as a result, my
internal was on the bare minimum.
We decided to do a group study during the semester
because we were sure that if we prepared individually,
everyone would fail. As we gathered around, I took
comfort in the fact that my gang’s internals were
also low. Some slightly higher than mine while some
pathetically lower. It’s not that we were dumb; the
subject was, by being complex. The professor didn’t
make it any easier, and I had two guesses as to why; 1.
He just assumed we were natural brainiacs. 2. He
didn’t give a damn.
We assembled by 4 p.m at my friends’ house. We
made a detailed and stringent timeline to cover the
numerous

16

Finally, we gave up. We accepted the fact that we
were going to fail. Closing our books and reading
materials, we started playing Fifa on PS4. For the next
2-3 hours, the ambiance was lit, us giggling like
crazy, playing, roasting each other, and eating as much
as we could find.
After a while, we felt like opening our books again. This
time, to our amazement, the energy level was crazy.
The topics which we previously struggled to
understand seemed more clear. Though we didn’t
cover all the chapters, we felt pretty confident about
the ones we did.
When we woke up the next morning, a thunderstorm
was raging, and as a result, the exams got postponed.
Thanking the nature, we went back to sleep. But, this
time, guilt-free.
When we keep focusing on our problems, they seem
to grow bigger and bigger until they feel
insurmountable. This, in turn, amps up
our stress and anxiety. We feel trapped with no
possible way out. All we need to do is to have some
fun. Break the walls with giggles. The problems don’t
vanish, but they become small. We get the courage
and the energy to overcome it.
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FIRST MEETING EXPERIENCE
TM MUSKAAN MISHRA
On joining Chennai Speakers Forum , I took my time to comfortable myself and
observed a lot by taking up different roles. But after 2 months of joining, I gave
my “Ice-breaker” speech as a new member .I loved sharing my life experiences
and thankfully, it was well received by the audience. The best part is, there are
no failures, but a lot of encouragement to improve, to make better mistakes
without feeling embarrassed and at the end of the day, each person is on a self
improvement path and no one judges you even if you fumble or forget. The
goal here is : To speak, and speak, even if your voice shakes! It was a truly
enriching experience and I really look forward to deliver more talks and
improve my skills further. The environment is incredibly supportive and people
come together with a common goal to enhance their communication skills.

TM MOHAMMED MUBARAK
My friend recommended me to join this community to improve my leadership
quality and public speaking skill. I have joined the Chennai speakers forum
three months back. I still remember that first day of the toastmasters club.
Such a positive peoples I have ever seen and they encourage as who you are.
Each and every meeting I will get some role to walk a path of leadership
journey. There are many role players to design you to become a master in
public speaking. The three major role players to monitoring your speech such
as counter, timer and grammarian. I am so glad and have hope that one day I
will become the successful public speaker. I think Toastmasters club is the only
platform to accept our failures and helps us to get up . After Each and every
meeting . I feel some change in my attitude. I am always thankful to the great
toastmasters. I have been enjoying this journey of toastmastering and it will…

TM MADAVAN
I attended my first CSF meeting with lot of speculations.I was not aware of the
proceedings of the meeting.At the end of the session I understood that it had
an organised format with specific time limit.I was spell bound, when I come to
know the different type of evaluation taking place. Timer, Ah-counter,
Grammarian, Overall General evaluator and so on. The members of the forum
are from different walks of life. All of them are of different calibre too. I was
wondering what made them all stay together. Then I realised, first it is the
honest feedback given in a positive tone. Next is the congenial environment for
all to grow in their own pace. Finally there is no instructional manner of
teaching or learning experience. After every meeting apart from the deputed
evaluators, many people give their suggestions voluntarily with a sense of care
and affection. I am glad to be a part of CSF.

17
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FIRST MEETING EXPERIENCE
TM NARESH RANKA

I was formally introduced to CSF by TM Harini who invited me as a guest to
witness CSF 375th meeting on January 26th 2020 and the whole session looked
flawless, captivating and sophisticated. I officially attended my first CSF
meeting on February 2nd 2020 and was asked to take up TAG role of timer. I
was given a brief and well guided prior by VPE Abhishek Rungta but had no idea
about the role and even more confusing was change in timings for different
sessions. I was wondering how to be attentive for 2 hours as my mind keeps
wandering in thoughts and I often lose my attention. However I took up the
challenge as the only way to overcome anxiety is by facing and enjoying. I took
it up positively and after waving few timer cards I started to relax and felt like a
powerful person who enforces laws of the game similar to a referee. Finally, I
was called upon to read the report which made me feel happy and satisfied. I
was also awarded the BEST TAG ROLE PLAYER on the first day which made me
feel like an achiever. CSF is now an addiction and the enthusiasm of all
members encourages me to keep participating, learning and progressing. I am
extremely happy to be a part of CSF which I proudly call Chennai Success
Forum. Thank you CSFians!!

TM ROSHINI
I still remember my first day at CSF meeting. I was welcomed well. I
enthralled by the speeches. I was introvert before. But after joining CSF I
comfortably initiate a conversation with a stranger and even put my
opinions in my words. Due to my work pressure often, people ask me to
go for a movie. But for me attending toastmasters is like going for a movie.
Most thriller part of the movie is TT session and the fun session is Game
session and often twists and turns could be seen in
prepared speech session. I’m so happy to meet people who are having
same goals of mine. I’m so grateful that I enrolled as a CSF member.
Special thanks to my mentor and thanks to all CSF members who are
encouraging and helping me to improve my communication and
leadership skills
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Lets hear from past Area Director
1. Your personal experience which you possess for this position?
My personal experience as Area director. It is indescribable in words . It gave me huge
opportunity to learn many things including leadership communication skills, as a
facilitator, in a conflict resolutions , planning etc. I should say it is a crash course
equalent to a MBA ! It gives first hand experience in serving people as their leader ! It
is lot more than anyone could expect ! For me it is something every member should
experience to find their voice and their leadership style ! In one word Transformational!
2. Explain your experience as budding speaker to Area Director
My experience in the journey from a new member to area director was exciting and
full of surprises . I learned leadership is not a noun but really it is a verb.
Communication is not just for speakers but also for every leader, this journey taught
me that active listening is part of communication. Every meeting and every event
gave me something to learn. Either one good thing I can follow and one thing I
should avoid in future. I earned many friends and my views were polished with
people I met from different walks of life ! Finding the voice and learning how to stand
with others as a leader is most crucial part of my learning in this journey
3. Tell us about your efforts/ time you made/spend while you're as AD..
I started serving as area director for then area D3 division D of district 82. I Started
with 5 clubs and finished my term with grand 7 clubs in my area with no club loss.
One community club (CSF ) And six corporate clubs ! The mix was full spectrum of all
stages of a toastmasters club !! Club building needs serious efforts but maintain a
club in active and good standing is more serious effort . Honestly it is a full time job. I
am blessed with club leaders and members who was willing to go extra mile to reach
their goals ! My role as area director was to enable them , empower them and guide
when ever they needed course correction! With such a group effort of 200 people
area D3 finished toastmasters year with president's distinguished area award !
Area D3 members represented us until finals of district level contests and DTM
Sidharth won second place is district level table topics contest !

-contd-
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Lets hear from past Area Director
-Contd-

4. Who is your role model in toastmasters club? And why do make them as role
model..
I had many role models from toastmasters fraternity. To name few my first club
sponsor & mentors Satheesh Kumar EKS, Ramalingam , Mohan subramainam, then
my mentors Alex Jacob , Chandramouli , inspirational veterans like jayan, Saro ,
Sastha ram , Vijayalakshmi, Kush Tripathi, Sridhar Ranganathan, Yuvaraju KV ,
Saravana Kumar , Sarma Mahalingam. This list goes on ! I find this fraternity full of
inspirational people and who have been through the journey which every member
want to go through.

DTM Karthikeyan
AD - 1/7/2016 to 30/6/2017

1. As DTM and as previous area director what important message do you want to share to
new toastmasters to reach that level..?
A: Becoming DTM or taking the role of Area Director is not just a fancy title, but a Absolute
Responsibility. Many new, young, and fellow toastmasters will approach you for many
queries and guidance, and be sure you be a good guide and show them the right direction
as a Lighthouse always does
2. Is there any sacrifice you made to become DTM and area director..?
A: The biggest sacrifice is the Time, and you have to plan everything well in advance for
everything to go smooth. We have to manage your Personal Commitments, Professional
Commitment, and the Commitment you made to the Toastmasters club and community
3. As every leadership roles in toastmasters teach us interpersonal skills is there any
specific skill required to be AD and DTM and if so what benefit we get out from?
A: There is no specific skill required, the only skill you need is to plan things in advance and
sticking to the plan religiously . Of course you may need a back-up plan for some cases too

DTM Manojkumar Alagumalai
AD - 1/7/2017 to 30/6/2018
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Area Director Interview
1. What Specific achievement you want to make moving forward and why?
I would love to mentor as many Toastmasters as possible and help to transform themselves
into confident individuals. This doesn’t confine to just Toastmasters.
This is because, a small difference in other’s life brings in a huge degree of satisfaction to
oneself. I wouldn’t call this as an achievement, but a service that everybody should do to
our fellow beings in one way or the other.
2. What you like most about toastmasters and why do you like it?
I have heard from many that, Toastmasters helped them to improve just their
communication skills; whereas many miss to realize that this forum can give much more.
Toastmasters not just helps to improve one’s communication skills, but helps to showcase
one’s talents, skills, creates an avenues to learn and become an expert in something new
(could be speech techniques, designing flyers, MoMs etc) opening up or crowning the
creative element in each individual. I had a great interest to lead a big team. If not in
Toastmasters where could I get such an opportunity. When I got such an opportunity, I
exercised every single possible aspect of leadership that I had possessed and which I learnt
in my life journey. The best leaders are our parents. I have learnt a lot from them and got a
chance to incorporate many approaches during my leadership journey. I like because of
varied opportunities I got and hope I will get in the future too.
3. Imagine you have promoted as district director today how do you feel?
I would love to get promoted to be the District Director step by step by experiencing varied
paths of leadership to get elected for that big position. Once I become, I would feel
extremely responsible since running a District is not an easy task. The main point of
concern would be to manage my job in the current situation.
4. Toastmaster is about developing leaders, so out of 5 how much do you rate yourself as
leader.
I strongly believe Leadership is a service irrespective of how big the position is or where or
which organization one holds that position. Though from other’s feedback, I had done fairly
well, I will ever be a research candidate of Leadership. I would rate myself - 3 out of 5.

TM Subramani
AD - 1/7/2018 to 30/6/2019
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A WORD WITH NEWBIES
1. To effectively try and master time management, delivering a speech with the right
nuances, and connecting with the listeners, rather than just monologue.
2. It is evidently a platform for imbibing leadership skills, and being part of a family of likeminded people. As they say, strangers are just friends we haven't met yet.
3. On a scale from 'excited like a kid eating spinach' to 'excited like a fan meeting Dhoni', I
would definitely say, the latter.

TM Srinath

1. What skill do you want to master in toastmasters?
2. What makes you to join toastmasters?
3. As toastmasters provide a platform for speaking how excited are you?

1. i wanted to master my interpersonal communication,public speaking n leadership skills
2. The supportive community and the well structured pathways made me to join
toastmasters.
3. Learning new skills always makes me excited. so looking forward to make best use of the
opportunities that comes along in my toastmaster journey.

TM Monisha
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A WORD WITH NEWBIES
1. The skills I would want to master through toastmasters are about acquiring excellency in
all the aspects of public speaking
2. Looking at people around who have drastically changed their lives by participating in
toastmasters has motivated me to become a part of the journey.
3. Thinking of a platform so prestigious makes me already feel very excited and also unfurling
pathways wrapped in wonder awaiting at further levels incline me toward a constructive
futue.

TM Komal Gupta

1. What skill do you want to master in toastmasters?
2. What makes you to join toastmasters?
3. As toastmasters provide a platform for speaking how excited are you?

1. I want to master the art of public speaking and foster my communication skills.
2. I joined TM seeking to learn about leadership and the qualities required in becoming a
successful speaker.
3. I am really intrigued by every meeting and i wait the entire week for that sunday morning
just to listen to others speakers and learn something new

TM Athilaesh
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Intro to Pathways
1. How pathways helps in toastmasters?
Pathways learning experience is the opportunity to build 300 unique competencies.
There are specialised learnings in pathways, which one can choose.
2. What are paths available in toastmasters international?
We can view that in Pathways tab in the toastmasters webpage. There are eleven paths in
pathways. Each path is based on different characteristic like if you want to develop Humor , u
should choose “Engaging Humor” , likewise if you be a motivational speaker, one should
choose “Motivational Strategies”.
3. How long does it take it to complete one path?
It depends on a toastmaster’s preparation and discussion with one’s mentor on how they
should go ahead. For me it took a year to complete it. I would urge toastmasters to take up
each project as it comes and have goals for each level rather than completing a path.
4. How to choose which pathways is best for me, because there are several pathways
available..?
Once you log in toastmasters website and try to choose a path , there will be questionnaire to
fill which will assess a members’ interest. Based on which, it will suggest paths , one which
can then choose. I would suggest Toastmasters to understand the path fully , before
choosing it. Information is available in the Toastmasters website.
5. If I have a questions or queries relating to pathways how can I clear that?
Toastmasters website is the best place to clear all your queries , it has tutorial and resources
about pathways. Division A has a virtual assistant tool - “Ayaan” which can also be reached
out for the queries in pathways.
6. Tips and tricks to quickly complete toastmasters pathways...
Two tips – one is to always read the project fully , so that you understand it fully. Rather than
assuming it. Second one there are elective projects from Level 3 onwards, choose them well
so as to challenges yourself.

TM Abhisek Rungta
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TT Champion Speaks
1. Skills required for cracking Table topics?
Content (personal stories/ facts or recollections based on books, movies, incidents etc)
Ability to think on one's feet ; Understanding, Establishing Instantaneous connect with the
topic . And of course, the ability to survive 150 seconds on stage
2. If we are unaware of topics given how should one connect to topic?
Unaware is the name of the game. We're always unaware of the topic. But If one can't
understand the topic. First wait a few seconds to try and understand or interpret. If that
doesn't work, try and establish a connect with certain word(s) in the topic or one's (assumed)
interpretation of the topic
3. Best strategy to crack TT is motivation or humour or personal story.. How should one
start?

There's no best way. It's all relative, if 5 others do ok and one does better. The better (possibly)
reaps the benefit.
A general rule of thumb would be to stick to the nature of the topic. The topic itself maybe
humorous/motivational/personal... So, go for it head-on or perhaps oppose the topic if it's
opinionated in a certain way
4. How to effectively manage time if we have plenty to speak about topic?
With more stage time, one can figure out and internalize time.. with increasing experience
it's easy and we have a timer for good reason. But specifically about having a lot to speak - try
and speak on what is easily understood by all and what one feels can. Pick one instance/story
rather than multiple. Focus on something limited in scope (in terms of plot) but high on
impact

5. If I have a questions or queries relating to pathways how can I clear that?
Most common speeches are meant to be understood and ensuring that the recipient
understands it . Speak on a specific topic/subject rather than go abstract. Let the speech
have a moral/conclusion or a take away that connects perfectly (as possible) with the topic..
that'll take care of a smooth (obvious)sum-up even if one doesn't find time to do so explicitly

TM Sidharth .M.P
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LAUGHTER IS THE BEST MEDICINE
TM Mukund Murali
Laughter helps you forget all the mental stress and tensions .
Not only laughter relieves you stress , but it also boosts up your immune system .
If you keep smiling and laughing frequently, you add up to the happiness of
people around you .
Laughter is a form of emotion , but it also contributes towards giving positive
vibes to the people in touch with you .
Laughter not only contributes to your personal wellbeing but also leaves a good
impression on others
Laughter is free of cost , even making others laugh too does not require much
effort, so, try spreading happiness all around by smiling and making others laugh
too .
Undoubtedly , laughter is the best remedy for all illnesses. Its not about providing
oral medication but about the happiness laughter provides that helps in healing .·
When we see someone crying, we become sad , while our laughter adds to
people’s happiness too .
One should include laughing in their daily chores which will keep their body
healthy and minds free .
Laughter is a form of expressing your emotion, so laughing can make make feel
better any time you feel low .·
Laughter makes people enhance their intake of oxygen-rich air .·
The human body is relaxed after the physical act of laughter .
It is surprising to see , how a small dose of laughter can impact people’s lives .·
Pain and the feeling of sadness are reduced when people laugh , because of the
release of endorphins in our brain by increasing the sense of pleasure.
Doctors often suggest keeping patients in a cheerful environment for their
treatment to work effectively .
No better ornament or make-up can work as well as a smile or laugh to make one
look even more naturally beautiful.
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HEAIOHEOIAEH
TM Shreyash
Wondering if I don't know how to spell hahaha in the title? Well, that is how Brazilians laugh. Atleast
according to a post on a subreddit. Now, I'm not going to bore you with some experience of my life
because honestly there's nothing interesting about my life. Here's a fun fact- babies laugh 300 times a
day, while adults laugh only 20 times and I laugh negative 20 times. But why I'm saying you this? Because
laughter is really "the best medicine". Don't you feel calm after laughing heartily, thinking about
embarrassing situations happened with you like- handing the cashier your
driving license instead of credit card or posting your dinner pic accidentally in office whatsapp group
asking people to come eat or going to the supermarket wearing shirt inside out? Some funny
embarrassing moments that happened in my life are- asking the teacher "mam, can you go to toilet?".
Waving and smiling at a stranger mistaking him for a friend. Tripping and falling while
walking. Clearly, laughing is important to health. Check out the below scientific reasons on why should
you laugh1. Laughter is linked to healthy function of blood vessels and reduces the risk of cardiovascular diseases.
2. Laughter improves our emotional health by releasing dopamine, which helps the brain to process
emotional responses and enhances the experience of pleasure; serotonin, which lifts moods; and
endorphins which regulates pain and stress and induces euphoria.
3. Laughter plays an important role in social interaction and bonding. Laughter plays an important role in
regulating conversation in humans and is also significant in facilitating social bonding between groups of
individuals. A healthy sense of humour bonds friends and family and reinforces
group identity.
4. Laughter makes you more attractive. Studies have shown that men with a good sense of humour are
found more attractive. It is also argued that having a good sense of humour in a job interview increases
your chances of getting hired.
5. Laughter helps in lowering anxiety and stress levels. It moderates the adverse effects of stress on
health and promotes a positive mood to cancel out negative emotions. It helps to see the funny side in
adverse situations.
6. Laughter strengthens the immune system. Stressful experiences in everyday life suppress the immune
system. A good sense of humour prevents stress from affecting the immune system, protecting you from
disease.
7. Laughter is beneficial to the respiratory system. It allows you to breathe deeper, improving respiratory
health especially for those with respiratory ailments such as asthma. Also, laughter Yoga, a form of yoga
recharges the body and controls the mental state by regulating the flow of
‘life force’, inducing calmness, focus and energy.
The best thing about laughter is that, you don't need any equipment to laugh. So, hahaha hueueeue
haiiebsksbooooo. Oh, I meant to say laugh! And make others laugh too xD.
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ISC & TT CONTEST
CLUB LEVEL
ISC CONTEST

CLUB LEVEL
TT CONTEST

1st PRIZE – TM SELVAN

1st PRIZE – TM SIDHARTH

2nd PRIZE – TM KIRTHIKA

2nd PRIZE – TM KIRTHIKA

3rd PRIZE – TM SIDHARTH

3rd PRIZE – TM VANDANA

AREA LEVEL
ISC CONTEST

AREA LEVEL
TT CONTEST

2nd PRIZE – TM SELVAN

1st PRIZE – TM SIDHARTH

3rd PRIZE – TM SIDHARTH

2nd PRIZE – TM VANDANA

STORY TELLING CONTEST
QUARANTALE
CONTEST
1st PRIZE – TM SIDHARTH
2nd PRIZE – TM VIVEK
3rd PRIZE – TM SELVAN
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EDUCATIONAL AWARDS
ADVANCED
COMMUNICATOR
SILVER

ADVANCED
COMMUNICATOR
GOLD

TM VIVEKANANDAN

TM VIVEKANANDAN

TM SIDHARTH

TM SIDHARTH

COMPETANT
COMMUNICATOR

LEADERSHIP
EXCELLENCE

TM SUPRAJA ASHOK

TM SELVAN T

PATHWAYS
LEVEL 2

PATHWAYS
LEVEL 1

TM AADIL SHERIF

TM PREETHI
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LEADERSHIP
EXCELLENCE
AWARD

TRIPLE CROWN
WINNERS
TM ABHISEK RUNGTA

TM SELVAN T

TM SELVAN T

CLUB AWARDS
SMEDLEY
AWARD

TALK UP
TOASTMASTERS

PRESIDENT
DISTINGUISHED
CLUB
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TOASTMASTER OF THE MONTH
TM Jayavel
Winner for the month of Jan'20

TM Krishnamoorthy
Winner for the month of Feb'20

TM Vandana Raj
Winner for the month of Mar'20

TM Muskaan Mishra
Winner for the month of Apr'20
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TM Vigneshwaran G
Winner for the month of May'20

TM Rashmi Mahawar
Winner for the month of Jun'20

TOASTMASTER OF THE TERM
TM Krishnamoorthy
Winner for the term
Jan'20 - Jun'20
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Winners of Meeting #374
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Excom Officers - Jan to June 2020
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Club level
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In this Pandemic , we had switchover from
physical meetings to Virtual meetings
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FIRST VIRTUAL JOINT MEETING OF
CSF , HUBBEL BURNDY & CHENNAI COMMUNICATORS

INDO - US JOINT MEET
42
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es on

INDO - CANADA JOINT MEET
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1.

Picture Connexion
(HINT : A Mathematic Expression)

2.

(HINT : A Place)

3.

(HINT : Something that we use)

4.

(HINT : A Movie)
CURATED BY : TM SUPRAJA

Answers : 1.Logarithm , 2.Philippines , 3. Instagram , 4.Visvasam
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Quarantine Crossword

DOWNLOAD SAFEHANDS
CREATIVITY HUMBLE
DIVERSITY
BORED AT HOME

CAREERS
LIFEATHOME
TREND

WORK FROMHOME
VIDEOCALL
ENRICHLIFE

CURATED BY : TM KRISHNAN
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Sudoku

CURATED BY : TM MUKUND

Solution :
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welcoming the Excom Officers for the
term July - Dec 2020

TM ABHISEK RUNGTA

TM

President

VIGNESHWARAN
Immediate Past
President

TM SUPRAJA

TM AANGERAS

VP-Education

VP-Membership

TM ABHISHEK
VP-Public
Relation

TM SAKTHI

TM ROSHINI

TM MUKUND

Secretary

Treasurer

Sgt. At Arms
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THANK YOU!

There's always a reason to smile.
You just have to find it.

AND DON'T FORGET TO-

LIVE TO GIGGLE

Live ...... Laugh ...... Love .....

CHENNAI SPEAKERS FORUM
follow us on

www.chennaispeakersforum.com

